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Editorial

Everybody wants to stay healthy and yet every second citizen in Denmark and the rest of our modern, rich, western world suffers from a chronic disease [1]. In spite of growing yearly consumption of pharmaceutical drugs the number of chronic patients is pretty constant. Today more than 40% percent of the population takes pharmaceutical drugs on a regular basis [2].

We therefore know for sure that pharmaceutical drugs are not the general solution to our modern health problems. It is also clear that drugs cannot keep us healthy. Not even the simplest influenza vaccines seem to work effectively; according to recent metaanalyses they only help one in 100 or so [3].

So how can we improve our immune system and help our cells keep their order in our body so we can stay healthy and live long and happy lives?

Interestingly almost all premodern cultures have a strong focus on preventive medicine. The Native Americans form northern America have been thoroughly studied both by doctors and anthropologists [4,5]; the conclusion have been these cultures believe strongly in the health-improving effect of rituals that increases your self-knowledge and self-awareness: these rituals often include the use of hallucinogenic plants like the cactus Peyote and San Pedro, “magical” Psilosybe mushrooms, Datura Stramoni plants etc.; but quite often the rituals are just pushing the participants to go beyond the daily and well-known world and into the unconscious and unknown, like the sweat lodge, the sun dance ritual, hanging from trees in meet hooks etc.

I spite of these rituals obviously being hard and exhausting for the participants, the experts studying them have often concluded that the people participating in such rituals are actually very much helped in keeping their bodies strong and healthy and their minds powerful, active, engaged, clear and happy.

Native people in Middle and South America, Africa, Asia, Australia, Northern Europe and Siberia all seem to have similar rituals with a similar experiential content in spite of differences in style; most cultures have non-drug rituals and rituals which include the use of strong mind expanding (LSD-like) drugs (i.e. Ibogain, Ayahuasca, Red Amanita etc.). To the researchers surprise these rituals almost always carry the tribe’s local name for “medicine”.

The important question one must ask here is what this premodern medicin really is about in its core? Is it obvious that many young people in our western culture take drugs but this does not seem to cure their physical or mental diseases; and many modern people participate in extreme and strenuous activities like Iron Man sports, extreme mountain climbing and skiing etc. but they still fall ill.

So what is it in the native rituals that helps people to stay healthy and even cures disease when it is not the drugs or the activities in themselves?

One researcher fell incidentally over the answer: Aaron Antonovsky [6,7]. He studied survivors from the Nazi death camps after World War II, and interviewed hundreds of women who had survived the most horrible of traumas: Some had lost their whole family including their children, some had been beaten, humiliated, raped, and abused in all kinds of ways, and some have almost starved to death. Yet one out of three lived a good life 20 years after or so, while two third of the women was physically and/or mentally ill.

While everybody else focused on the sick women, Antonovsky focused on the healthy and happy ones. He found it truly amazing that some people obviously can heal from even the worst of circumstances and traumas.

As he continued to dig deeper into the personal stories of these women he little by little discovered the blessed path that took the women to healing and health: If you clear yourself of all believes, so you stay empty and free in your mind, you will surface and be healthy and happy again after a while. You need to confront all the feelings you have without judging them; then you need to contemplate on what happened to you until it is clear what happened and how you reacted – what you learned so to speak – and then you need to let of your negative ideas and believes. And then you are free, empty, whole and happy again. Salutogenesis, he called it.

And that is precisely what the native people are doing in their rituals: feeling their feelings, exploring their present reality and their past thoroughly and honestly and finally searching for what is true and what is not.

If you go to the old Hippocratic medicine [8] 2400 years ago, you will see that this is also exactly what this medicine is about. This is why European non-drug medicine with talk- and touch therapy was so effective an popular for more than 2200 years, until modern drug companies and scientific institutions and med schools took medicine over, a century or two ago.

The conclusion is that medicine, good old medicine, is here to stay.

New, modern, scientific medicine based on chemistry has proven itself ineffective and also highly dangerous [9,10].

We need to go back to the roots of medicine, to find the healing and preventive power of medicine. The wonderful thing is that this medicine during the last three decades has been proven highly...
effective for most clinical conditions and also completely safe to use in lots of good studies [11-16].

Yes, we can help our patients - but only when we truly understand what healing is about.
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